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The adjusted operational yield (ebit (2)) came out at ± 2.034 million, an increase of 25% (+23% in constant scope and cebus rates) with: transportation and logo: Â¬551 million, -2% , given the end of the Douala Terminal Grant (DIT) in the shrimp and the contraction in the business of logo in the cold, partially compensated for good performance in
shipping, especially in the AMA and Terminal sector. Portuations; Petrole Logo: ¢ Â‚¬56 million, stated, growth of gains with distribution activities and storage having been compensated for a negative invention effect by 2020; Communication (Vivendi): Â ¢ Â ± 1,627 million, + 4%, free to good acting by the UMG and Channel + Group; Storage and
Electricity Systems: 102 million, an improvement of Â ° 332 million comparation with 2019, including significant exceptional disabilities as part of strategy reimplanted in batteries, ã´nibus and STionan systems rivers. Due to the rounding of this presentation, the sum of some data may not correspond to the total calculated and the percentage may not
correspond to calculated variations. On this basis, the gear is 38%, compared with 37% at the end of 2019. Read more Anglais Finaliee de L'Odet 2020 Results 4 of 2021 -Bons Results 2020 for all Commercial Activities Revenue: Â ¢ 24.108 million, -3% (-3% in constant scope rates and cebian). In addition, the Board will provide the general
shareholders 'meeting in May 26, 2021, to change the name finance of the compression of l' ¢ â € ¢ ¢ odet. The woolen profit of companies did not operate accounted for actions totaled -32 million, compared with 98 million years in 2019, and includes: -172 million for mediobricas, corresponding to fall in the Ansations, offset as regards the financial
revenue by a profit of 159 million corresponding to hedges started in the furniture values and the impact End of the whole of heritage to the interest of equity; Ã ¢ ± 126 million for telecommunications for telecommunications telecommunications The Petrano Logo segment corresponds to the distribution and storage of oil products in Europe. The
group continues to carefully analyze the current and potential consequences of the crisis, but remains confident in the resilience of its main lines of business. By 2020, without modifying the all -users used to use each year, the group revised the value of the associated with its units of cash generation (cgus ) or groups of CGUs, ensuring that the
recoverable amount of CGUS or CGUS groups tested exceed their containing wool value, including goodwill. The communication segment is composed of consulting, research and communication communications activities related to advertising, mothers, digital and telecommunications. After the accounting account of -677 millions of taxes from +35
million tax revenues in 2019, which included 473 million foreign tax payments in Vivendi, the consolidated wool profit totaled Â »1,549 million, compared with ± 1,402 million in 2019, it is 11%. The changes of the percentages indicated in this document are calculated in relation to the same period of the previous fiscal year, unless indicateing.
Adjusted Operating Revenue (EBITA (1)): Â ± 2,043 million +25% ( +23% in constant scope and cebus rates): Â · Bolloã £ Â © Transport & Logistics: ‚607m-5% · · Communication (Vivendi): Â ¢ â € ¢ 1.627m+7%· Storage and Electricity Systems: -A € š102mversus -A¬434m (+76%) Wool profit: ¢ 1.549 million , (+11%) Including a capital gain with the
sale on 31st of 2020, 10% of the universal mother group (UMG) based on a business value of € š30 billion 100%, recognized in Heritage Locked by ¢ nc03.8 billion) participation of the fear group: 214 million, 76%. Mills by Odet financing, excluding Vivendi, below 567 million years to year and Â ¢ 4.953 million for Vivendi, before the Hills of the sale of
another 10% of UMG on January 31, 2021. Liquidity remained high: 9.4 billion on January 31, 2021, including ¢ Â œ 3.1 billion for woo ‚¬ Â ¢ ¢ Odet. Comparability of the financial statements performance indicators on December 31, 2020, the funding group of financing had not adjusted the definition of performance indicators, particularly the ebit,
which is compared to ‹€ 2019 and therefore include the effects of the -19 pandemic. Loss of significant mediobranca influence observed in the second half of 2020. The company was founded in 1822 and is based in Ergue-Gaberic, France .... Impact of the sale of 10% of UMG's capital to Tencent (+ 2.8 billion), compensated for the repurchase of group
action (Vivendi and Blue Solutions) and the paid dividends. Editis has published a strong rebound since June 2020 in France. 1 See glossan 2 see glossan 2021-03-04-mod -cp-r © sultats fy 2020 en dividendo propusio in positive money, the meeting of shareholders will generally be asked to distribute a dividend of ¢ 3 per action, totaling 20 million,
compared to £ o ± 1 per a paid action in relation to 2019. Therefore, it is possible that the ones Used indicators Â ours â ° by the Odet Finaliale of L 'can not be directly compared to those of other companies. The financing financing financing dart, excluding Vivendi, decreased at 567 million years from years to year to 44,149 million. The participation
of the woolen profit group was disclosed at ° 214 million, compared with ± 122 million in 2019, an increase of 76%. In addition, it is Note that other companies can define and calculate these indicators differently. Communication companies remained very much of the mother and television, despite the crisis of Havas Group and Vivendi Village (live
performances in particular), which were most impacted by the crisis of health. The woolly widely totaled 9.102 million, compared to 8,781 million on December 31, 2019, due to an increase in Vivendi's greeting (+889 million) and before receiving 2.8 billion duvels of the The provision of this, 10% of UMG on January 31, 2021. The dividend will be
highlighted on June 10, 2021 and paid on June 14, 2021. The tendency in the main coins ‚‚ Â â â ina Averag Rate2020ã‚â ãference ã‚â ãference 2019change USD1.141.12-2%GBP0.890.88-1%PLN4.30-3%JPY121.78122.060%CNY7.877.73- 2% Zar18.7716.17-16% Presentation of Content Assets Given the growing importance of these assets in their
financial statements, the group chose to adopt the presentation adopted by their vivendi subsidiary, which isolates the assets of current containing/not circulating and its monetary variation in separated lines on the side of the assets of the shake and in the demonstration of the cash flow. Operational Revenue Adjusted by Commercial Activity (EBITA)
(million million) 2020-RECORDED IN 2019 GROWWORGANIC GROWTH-BOLLORÃÃO Â © Transport & Logistics607637-5%-2%-Transport and logo (1) 551580-5%-2%logo PETRÃRO³le5656-1%-1%Communication £ o 1,6271,5267%+4%of storage and electricity systems (102) (434) 77%+77%¢ (pesticides, participations) (1) (98) (98)-‚Ebita finalive de
l'et group2.0341.63125 %23 %before bollorion © Commercial brand rates a detailed presentation of the results and their bollorion subsidiary © Estan Alhi.bollore.com.The consolidated financial statements have been audited. â € š39 million in 2019). The financial semester can be consulted at the company's company on the edge of the following
2021-09-07-mod -cp-but decapport without_en Â © OMX, GlobeNewire-Pressmen Source finance of L'Odet SA Opera as an investment holding, with interest with interest Interest in the acquisition and management of portfolios in listed companies. Financial income reached 618 million, compared with ± 13 million in 2019. The storage segment and
electricity solutions includes related activities and sale of elapsed batteries. Information on the impacts of COVID-19 with its vast geographical presence, the group was obliged in 2020 to address the successive consequences of the health crisis in its main operational regions. The Nã £ o-GAAP measures defined above must be considered to be high,
and not as a substitute for other measures of the operational and financial performance GAAP, and the financial and financial hate considers the relevant indicators of the operating indicators Group and financial performance and operational. **** **** Figures -Chave consolidated for L'Odet Financier '(million) 20202019Changebenue24.10824.843
(3%) EBITDA (1) 3.2562.91012%Depractions, Municipality £ o and provisions (1,222) (1,279) ours adjusted operational income (ebit (1)) 2.0341.63125%amortization of PPAs (1) (393) (375) ¢ Operational revenue1,6411.25631%¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ o/W Operation Equity Associates3923 Financial Financial Revenue61813 Apartment in Profit of Companies No
Operators responsible under the all of equity (32) 98 Taxes (677) 35 Retrison Wool1.5491 , 40211%Wool Group Share21412276%Minority Intests1,33,210%December 31, 202031 December 2019Change (¢) equity24.13724.021116 O/W Share3.81470NET DAVIDA 9,1028.781321GEARING (/2) 37%Get , see demination, consult the gloss. RESALE
RESALE BY BAG “CIOS (million) Q412 MONTHS 20202019RepordorGganic20202019ReportorGganic ¢ ¢ GrowthGROWTH 'GrowthgrowthTransport and Storage and Systems92859%10%280329-15%-3%Other (assets, sharing) 310-70%-70%2434-26%-26%total 6.5816.895-5-2%24.10824.843 -3 % -3% (¢) Q1q2q3q4-20202019 (1) 201920202019 (1)
201920202019 (1) 201920202019 (1) 2019Transport and Logistics1.3941.4681.481, .462.44444481.3941.481.462. ,4621,5441,4631,503Oil Logistics631669665415617613401647645452728727Communication3,8683,7063,4583,7064,0223,8934,0213,9953,9694,4904,4554,571Electricity Storage and Systems656375587185657085928485Other
(Agricultural Assets, Holdings)88868887731010Total5,9665,9145,6905, 6466.1666.0905 9156.1126 1686.5816.7396 895 (1) In more close decimal constant. As a result, the sum of rounded quantities may differ slightly from the total reported. These reclassions were carried out in the financial statements of 2020, with the financial statements of 2019
reaffirmed to ensure comparability. 2020 Results - The Financial Administration Board approved the financial statements for 2020, at its 2021 Marion. Mills in changes in the scope (editing and M7 integration in Vivendi and Sale of Bollorate and Wifirst) and -289 million in foreign exchange impacts (resulting from the declain in dan and other
currencies). This dwarf no longer led to the recognition of a loss of value for the current financial exercise. On December 31, 2020, the woolly widely represented ° 9.102 million comparison with â € 31, 2019, for an increase of Â ° 321 million, including a decrease of 567 miles of dome in the dãvid wool of the fini Â ¢ âferences, excluding Vivendi.
December 2019 December 2020, 2020 June 2021 Dec 2021 '17 '18 '19 '20 '21 Dec 2021 5 -bedroom trend of profit wool - sales or revenue 6.98 B sales or growth growth - revenue - revenue sales or growth - EBITDA -10.82 B 2021 Trend fear wool growth -8100.93% sales or revenue 19.77 B sales or revenue growth -17.99% EBITDA +1.90 B Press
Release September 7, 2021 -Half -year financial reporting 2021 The financial report of the semester on June 30, 2021 of the Odet of Compagnie de L was made available to the Blick Pal. The group successfully demonstrated its resilience and adapted to continue providing the best possible service to its customers, reducing their costs to preserve their
margins. Included mainly to the ± 591 millions generated by the reassessment of Spotify and Tencent musical shares (vs. being financed in cash with positive money, it is proposed to distribute a dividend of ¢ â € 3 by Aã§ Compared to `` â € š for a paid action in relation to 2019. In late January 2021, after the sale of another 10% of UMG by ° 2.8
billion and another 2% of mediobanca per ¢ Â ± 0.2 billion, the group liquidity position, confirmed lines and investments in no cast represented 3.1 billions of financiers for the Odet and 9.4 billion of ¢ â â € 4, including vivendi. On January 31, 2021, the group also has significant financing capabilities: 3.1 billion to finance the odet and 9.4 billion,
including vivendi . The detailed impacts are presented in the notes in the financial demonstrations. 2020 Revenue represented Â¬24.108 million, descending 3%in the scope and constant cebus rates: transportation and logo: Â ¢ 5.820 million, an increase of 1%: Bolloro © Logistics: +8%, benefiting the strong performance of freight activities, widely
absorbing the slight decline in marine freight activities; BOLORÃ © Africa Logistics: -10%, result of contraction on logical business and the impact of the end of the Douala terminal (DIT) on the shrimp; Ã ‚Ã“ RIMO ± 1,900 million euros, -29%, due to the decrease of the prejudices and volumes of oil products; Communication (Vivendi): Ã ‚16.085
million, -1%, despite the growth of UMG (+5%), which failed to completely compensate for the decline in other activities; Storage and Electricity Systems: 280 million, -3%, due to the decline in IER industrial activities, impacted by the health crisis. The transportation and logo segment includes services in the organizational organizational organization
and award and logo. The report of review will be issued after the conclusion of the necessary procedures for the presentation of the annual financial report. Glossion Orgain Growth: Constant scope growth and pitch rates. (Allocation of Purchase Purchase), commitment of goodwill and other intangible assets related to business combination.EBITDA:
Operational appeal before depreciation and amortization. / POSITION POSITION POSITION: SUM OF EMPORTIZED EMPLOYMENTS AT AMORTIED COST, LESS CASH AND CASH EQUIVALIES, CASH MANAGEMENT FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES AND FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS as well as cash department supported by empirms. Operates through
the following segments: transportation and logo; Petrano Logo; Communication; and storage and electricity solutions. Solutions.
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